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Revolution
nel 99% dei casi trova lavoro entro 2 mesi oppure sceglie di proseguire gli studi (dati AlmaLaurea)

...lavora (50%)

...è iscritto alla laurea magistrale (36%)

...lavora ed è iscritto alla laurea magistrale (12%)
Dipartimento di Informatica Sapienza in Europa e in Italia
Cosa si studia?

• Lauree triennali:
  – Laurea in Informatica
  – Laurea in Informatica in telematica
  – Laurea (Bachelor of Science) in Applied Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence (in attivazione)

• Lauree magistrali:
  – Laurea magistrale in Computer Science
  – Laurea magistrale in Cybersecurity
Professor of Computer Science Fabio Pellacini was named a prestigious Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellow for computer science work.

One of 118 new fellows chosen this year from among faculty at colleges and universities in the U.S., Pellacini is being recognized for his contribution to computer science, his potential to advance the field, and his future research. Candidates are nominated by distinguished senior scholars in all fields of science, engineering and mathematics, to mathematics and computer science.

Through the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation website, the fellowships were established in 1955, and are awarded to researchers who demonstrate exceptional promise in their fields. The fellowships are intended to provide the financial support to help exceptional young scientists and engineers launch their independent research careers.

Fabio Pellacini (photo by Joseph Mehlng '69)
Sapienza CS Team

Europa South-West, Parigi 2020, Medaglia di Bronzo
Summer and Winter schools: Sneak peaks at present and future technologies

2019: Google: Billion Users Cloud Applications
2020: Advanced School in Machine Learning
2021: Advanced School in Block-Chain Technologies
2022: ...
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